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Key Findings
Mobile phone owners like the convenience and ease of connectivity, but rue
that they can be interrupted more easily, have to pay the bills, and face bad
connections.
Some 85% of American adults now own a cell phone of some kind, and these devices mean many things
to their owners: an always-available link to friends and family, a pocket computer, or a time-saving tool
— even an actual telephone. When asked to describe in their own words what they like most about
owning a cell phone:






17% of cell owners say the best thing about their phone is that it is convenient.
12% like the ability to call or talk with others at any time.
11% like that their cell phone can help them get assistance in an emergency.
9% say that using the internet, email, or apps is the best thing about their mobile phone.
8% cite the ability to connect with family.

The word cloud below illustrates some of the more common responses to this question:

However, the convenience and constant connectivity that these mobile devices offer also comes with a
downside in the form of annoyances, interruptions, and cost. When asked what they like least about
owning a cell phone:






24% of cell owners say that the worst thing about cell ownership is that they are constantly
available and can be reached at any time.
15% say that the cost of cell ownership is the thing they like least.
12% cite problems with bad reception, poor signal, or dropped calls.
8% cite problems with battery life as the thing they like the least.
8% point to interruptions from telemarketers and other unwanted callers as their primary
annoyance.

The word cloud below illustrates some of the more common complaints:
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Overall, cell owners are far more likely to view their phone as a time-saver than as a time-waster. Some
33% of cell owners agree with the statement that their phone “saves you time because they can always
access the information you need,” while just 3% agree with the statement that their phone “costs you
time because you are constantly being distracted or interrupted.” The largest proportion of cell owners
(56%) say that the time costs and time savings offered by cell phones pretty much balance each other
out.

Cell owners are extremely attached to their phones — although most don’t see
that as too big of a problem.
For many cell owners, their phone is an essential utility that they check frequently, keep close by at all
times, and would have trouble functioning without:




67% of cell owners find themselves checking their phone for messages, alerts, or calls — even
when they don’t notice their phone ringing or vibrating. Some 18% of cell owners say that they
do this “frequently.”
44% of cell owners have slept with their phone next to their bed because they wanted to make
sure they didn’t miss any calls, text messages, or other updates during the night.
29% of cell owners describe their cell phone as “something they can’t imagine living without.”

Despite this connection to their devices, most cell owners don’t worry too much (or get many
complaints from their friends) about spending too much time with their phones:



11% of cell owners say that they themselves sometimes worry that they are spending too much
time with their phone.
12% of cell owners say that people they know tell them that they are spending too much time
using their phone.
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Indeed, many cell owners hear complaints from friends that they don’t devote enough time to
monitoring their mobile communications:



39% of cell owners say that people they know have complained because they don’t respond
promptly to phone calls or text messages.
33% of cell owners say that people they know have complained because they don’t check their
phone frequently enough.

Mobile phone users see some drawbacks to cell ownership, but in general are
positive about the benefits that mobile connectivity provides.
When asked to assess the impact of their cell phone on various aspects of daily life, cell owners see
some clear benefits — particularly when it comes to maintaining connections to friends and family:




65% of cell owners say that their phone has made it “a lot” easier to stay in touch with the
people they care about.
28% of cell owners say that their phone has made it “a lot” easier to plan and schedule their
daily routine.
26% of cell owners say that their phone has made it “a lot” easier to be productive while doing
things like sitting in traffic or waiting in line.

On the other hand, relatively modest numbers of users see a downside to cell ownership in the form of
increased distractions and difficulty disconnecting from work life:




9% of cell owners say that their phone makes it “a lot” harder to disconnect from work life. This
concern is particularly acute among cell owners in high-income households.
7% of cell owners say that their phone makes it “a lot” harder to give people their undivided
attention.
7% of cell owners say that their phone makes it “a lot” harder to focus on a single task without
being distracted.
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Positive and negative impacts of cell phones
% of adult cell owners who say that their mobile phone has…
Made it easier to stay in touch with the people you
care about

65%

17% 11% 6%

Made it easier to plan and schedule your daily
routine

28%

19%

20%

32%

Made it easier to be productive while you are doing
things like sitting in traffic, waiting in line, etc

26%

22%

21%

31%

Made it harder to forget about work at home or on
the weekends

9% 10% 15%

Made it harder to give people your undivided
attention

7% 14%

Made it harder to focus on a single task without
being distracted

7% 12%
0%

A lot

Some

20%

Only a little

64%

26%

53%

24%

57%
40%

60%

80%

100%

Not at all

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking
survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell
phone. Margin of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

Smartphone owners and “cell-mostly” internet users show distinctly different
usage patterns and attitudes towards their phones.
Two groups consistently stand out when it comes to their usage patterns and attitudes relating to their
mobile phones — the 45% of American adults who own a smartphone and the 17% of cell owners who
do most of their online browsing within the context of their mobile phone (referred to throughout this
report as “cell-mostly internet users”). Compared with other cell owners, these individuals are more
likely to sleep next to their phones; to check their phone frequently for messages or alerts even though
they didn’t hear a notification; and to engage in a wide range of mobile activities such as accessing social
networking sites or doing online banking.
When it comes to their attitudes compared with other types of cell owners, these groups are more
positively inclined towards the benefits of mobile devices, but also more attuned to the potential
downsides of ubiquitous mobility. They are more likely to say that their cell phone saves them time
because they always have instant access to information, and more likely to say that they “can’t imagine
living without” their cell phone. They also respond positively to the notion that their phone helps them
be connected with others, schedule their lives, and be productive when they might not be otherwise. At
the same time, these groups are also more likely to worry that they are spending too much time with
their phone, to say that their phone makes it harder to focus on a single task without being distracted,
or to say that their phone makes it harder to give people their undivided attention.
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To be sure, both smartphone owners and cell-mostly users share certain demographic characteristics
that are correlated with mobile attitudes and usage patterns. For example, young adults are heavily
represented in both the smartphone and cell-mostly populations — and as we will see throughout this
report, younger cell owners differ from their elders in a number of ways. However, both smartphone
ownership and “cell-mostly” usage each show a strong impact on a range of attitudes and behaviors
even after we control for other demographic factors, such as age, income, education, or gender.

Smartphone owners, and cell-mostly internet users stand out in how
they use and behave towards their phones
Based on adult cell owners within each group

All cell
owners

Smartphone
owners

Differences in attitudes towards cell phone
Cell phone saves you time because you
33%
44%
can always access the info you need
“Can’t imagine living without” cell phone
29
36
Worry that you spend too much time
11
15
using your phone
Others tell you that you are spending too
12
19
much time using your phone
Differences in how one’s cell phone is used
Have slept next to phone so as not to miss
44%
50%
call/alerts/texts during night
Frequently/occasionally check phone for
39
47
messages even though didn’t notice it ring
Positive impacts: cell phone makes it “a lot” or “some” easier to…
Stay in touch with the people you care
82%
88%
about
Be productive while you are doing things
48
65
like standing in line or sitting in traffic
Plan and schedule your daily routine
47
61
Negative impacts: cell phone makes it “a lot” or “some” harder to…
Give people your undivided attention
20%
26%
Forget about work at home and on
19
28
weekends
Focus on a single task without being
19
25
distracted

“Cell-mostly”
internet users
42%
42
23
30

60%
57

93%
74
67
31%
31
31

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking

survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell
phone. Margin of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).
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Lack of need is the main factor preventing non-adopters from purchasing a
cell phone; cost is the main factor preventing non-smartphone owners from
upgrading to a more advanced device.
Some 15% of adults do not own a cell phone at all, and a significant number of these non-adopters
indicate that they are quite comfortable living without a cell phone. When asked for the main reason
why they do not have a cell phone, 38% of these non-adopters say that they don’t need a cell phone or
are happy with their existing landline service, while 11% say that they simply do not like cell phones or
aren’t interested in purchasing one. However, one in five non-adopters say that cost is the main reason
why they do not own a cell phone.
For the 40% of adults who own a cell phone but have not yet upgraded to a smartphone, economic
factors play a more significant role. Some 37% of non-smartphone owners cite cost as their main barrier
to adoption, although 29% indicate that they have refrained from upgrading because they “don’t need”
a more advanced phone. Digital skills and technical literacy issues also play a role in whether or not
someone purchases a smartphone, as 9% of non-smartphone users say that they have not upgraded
because smartphones are too complicated and/or they don’t know how to use them.
The reasons people give for not upgrading to a smartphone vary substantially by age. Younger nonadopters are much more likely than older ones to say that cost is the main factor preventing them from
purchasing a smartphone, while older non-adopters are more likely to point towards a lack of need or
interest, or towards challenges with using a more advanced device.
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Main reasons for not upgrading to a smartphone — by age group
% of non-smartphone cell owners in each age group who cite the following as their MAIN reason
for not owning a smartphone
80%
60%

59%

57%
45%
38%

40%

32%

31%
18%

17%

20%

12% 13%
4% 6%

0%
Too expensive (net)

Need/Relevance (net)
18-29

30-49

50-64

Smartphones too
complicated / hard to use
65+

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking
survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s
cell phone. Margin of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).
“Too expensive” category includes: too expensive (general), phone is too expensive, or data plan
is too expensive. “Need/Relevance” category includes: just not interested/just don’t like it, don’t
need one, happy with current phone.

About this survey
The results reported here come from a nationwide survey of 2,254 adults (age 18 and older) between
March 15-April 3, 2012, including interviews on landline and cell phones and conducted in English and
Spanish. The overall sample has a margin of error of plus or minus 2.4 percentage points. Some 1,954
cell users were interviewed in this sample and many of the results published here involve that subset of
users. The margin of error for data involving cell users is plus or minus 2.6 percentage points. General
ownership figures for cell phones and smartphones come from a nationwide survey of 3,014 adults (age
18 and older) between August 7-September 6, 2012, including interviews on landline and cell phones
and conducted in English and Spanish.
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The Good and Bad of Cell Ownership
In their own words: What Americans like most (and least) about cell phone
ownership
In our spring 2012 survey we asked all cell owners to tell us in their own words the one thing that they
like the most — and also the one thing that they like the least — about their cell phone. Each of these
questions prompted a wide range of responses, although a few key themes stood out from the pack.
When it comes to the positive aspects of cell phone ownership:




17% of cell owners say that the best thing about their phone is that it is “convenient.”
12% like the ability to call or talk with others at any time (this includes phrases such as “making
phone calls,” “talking with other people,” or “calling whenever”).
11% like that their cell phone can help them get assistance in an emergency (this includes
phrases such as “emergencies,” “safety,” or “security”).

Using the internet, email, or apps (9% of cell owners say that this is the thing they like most about their
phone) and connecting with family (8%) also place relatively high up on the list of things people like
most about cell ownership.
When it comes to negative aspects of mobile phones, people least enjoy the following elements of cell
phone ownership:




24% dislike that they can be reached at any time (this includes phrases such as “always
reachable,” “always connected,” or “people bothering me”)
15% say that the worst part of owning a cell phone is the cost of cell ownership, or “paying the
bill”
12% cite problems with bad reception, poor signal, or dropped calls

Problems with battery life or needing to recharge frequently (8%), as well as interruptions from
telemarketers and other unwanted callers (8%) rounded out the top five things that cell owners like
least about their mobile devices. The full list of responses is outlined in the table below:
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What cell owners like MOST and LEAST about having a cell phone
Based on adult cell owners

What they like MOST
Convenience/Convenient

What they like LEAST
17%

Always reachable / Always connected
/ People bothering me

24%

Making phone calls / talking / talking
with other people / calling whenever

12

Emergencies / Safety / Security

11

Internet / Email / Apps

9

Connecting with family

8

Always have access to
people/information

5

Can use anywhere / Always with me

4

Can always reach/contact others

4

Texting

4

Distracting / Annoying / Rings too
much / Rings when I don’t want it to
Technical problems / Difficulty using
features
Having to carry/keep track of phone

People can always reach/contact me

3

Addicting / Dependent / “Leash”

2

Communication

3

Dangerous while driving

1

Can use for work

3

Privacy concerns

1

Mobile/Mobility

2

1

Portable/Portability

2

Other

13

Being attached to email or work
Nobody talks face to face / Too much
use in public
Other

Cost / Bill
Bad reception / Dropped calls / Poor
signal
Battery life / Need to recharge
Calls from telemarketers / Unwanted
calls/interruptions
Nothing

15
12
8
8
5
4
4
3

1
11

Sources: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking
survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell
phone. Margin of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

Despite the pronounced differences between smartphones and other cell phones when it comes to the
capabilities of these devices, there are only modest differences between smartphone and nonsmartphone owners in terms of what they like most and least about cell phone ownership. These relate
primarily to internet/email/apps use, and the availability of cell phones in case of an emergency. Some
16% of smartphone owners say the ability to use the internet, email or other apps is the best thing
about having a cell phone (compared with just 2% of more basic phone owners), while non-smartphone
owners are much more likely to say that the best thing about their phone is the ability to get help in the
event of an emergency (20% of basic phone owners say this, compared with 4% of smartphone owners).
These differences between smartphone and non-smartphone owners are intertwined with the age
profile of those who use each type of phone. Older cell owners (who tend to have more basic devices)
are especially likely to say that they appreciate the convenience of their cell phone and its utility in the
event of an emergency: one-quarter of cell owners ages 65 or older cite each of these factors as the
pewinternet.org
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thing they like most about their cell phone. Younger cell owners, on the other hand, are more likely to
say that the best thing about owning a cell phone is the ability to use the internet, email, or apps, or to
use text messaging.

Age differences in what people like most about having a cell phone
Based on cell owners

18-29
(n=340)

30-49
(n=562)

50-64
(n=587)

65+ (n=429)

10%

17%

20%

24%

5

7

18

25

17%

11%

5%

1%

Texting

9

3

1

1

Phone calls/Talking to others

14

14

10

7

Older cell owners are more likely to mention:
Convenience/Convenient
Emergencies/Safety/Security

Younger cell owners are more likely to mention:
Using internet/email/apps

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking

survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell
phone. Margin of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

Some other demographic differences on this question include:




African American cell owners are more likely than whites (by a 15% to 8% margin) to say that
using the internet, email, or apps is the thing they like most about their cell phone, as well as to
say (by a 21% to 14% margin) that the cost of cell ownership is the thing they like least.
Women are more likely than men to say that getting help in an emergency situation is the thing
they like most about having a cell phone (15% vs. 8%).
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Barriers to Adoption
What is preventing those who do not own a phone from purchasing one?
Some 15% of US adults do not own a cell phone at all, and we presented these non-adopters with an
open-ended question in which we asked them to tell us the main reason why they do not own one. The
largest proportion of these non-owners say that a lack of need or interest is the main thing standing in
their way: 38% don’t need a cell phone or are happy with their landline, while 11% say that they don’t
like cell phones or simply aren’t interested in purchasing one. Economic factors are the second-most
common reason given, as one in five non-owners (21%) say that they do not own a cell phone because
they are too expensive.

Main reasons for not owning a cell phone
These are the factors that non-cell owners cite as the MAIN reason why they do
not own a cell phone

Don’t need one / Happy with landline
Too expensive
Don’t like cell phones / Just not interested
Age / health problems make them hard to use
Likely to get lost/broken/stolen
Don’t talk on the phone often
Too complicated / Don’t know how to use it
No reception where I live
Plan to get one
Worried about privacy/tracking
Have one for work
Other
Don’t Know / Refuse

38%
21
11
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
10
7

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April

3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903
interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is +/-6.2
percentage points based on those who do not own a cell phone (n=300).

The relatively small number of non-cell owners in our survey (and the general lack of demographic
diversity within this group) limits our ability to compare reasons for non-adoption among different
groups. However, older adults are especially likely to say that they don’t have a cell phone because they
don’t need one or are happy with their existing landline phone.

What is keeping non-smartphone owners from upgrading?
In addition to asking why people might not own a cell phone in the first place, we also asked the 40% of
the population that owns cell phone but not a smartphone to tell us the main reason why they do not
own a more advanced device.
pewinternet.org
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Overall, cost plays a much more prominent role for upgrading to a smartphone, than it does for deciding
whether or not to get a cell phone in the first place. A total of 37% of non-smartphone owners mention
price in one way or another as the main reason why they haven’t upgraded — 30% say that
smartphones are too expensive in general, 4% say that the phone itself is too expensive, and 3% say that
the cost of purchasing a data plan is their primary concern (as noted above, 21% of non-cell owners cite
price as the main reason why they do not own a cell phone at all).
At the same time, a sizeable proportion of basic cell owners simply don’t see a need to upgrade their
phone. Some 29% of non-smartphone owners say that they “don’t need” a more advanced phone, while
an additional 5% are “just not interested” and 4% say they are happy with their current phone. Digital
skills/literacy issues also play a prominent role, as 9% of non-smartphone users say that they have not
upgraded because smartphones are too complicated and/or they don’t know how to use them.
Indeed, just 2% of non-smartphone owners responded to this question by saying that they have definite
plans to purchase one in the future.

Main reasons for not upgrading to a smartphone
40% of adults own a cell phone that is not a smartphone; these are the factors
these non-smartphone owners cite as the MAIN reason why they do not own a
smartphone

Too expensive (general)
Don’t need one
Too complicated / Don’t know how to use it
Just not interested / Just don’t like it
Phone is too expensive
Happy with current phone
Data plan is too expensive
Only use phone for calling/texting
Plan to get one / Waiting for current contract to expire /
Waiting for discount or upgrade eligibility
No reason / Just haven’t gotten around to it
Prefer to be less connected
Don’t know what it is / Don’t know how to get one
Other
Don’t Know / Refuse

30%
29
9
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
5
4

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3,

2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews
conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is +/- 3.2 percentage points
based on those whose cell phone is not a smartphone (n=1,156).

The reasons people give for not upgrading to a smartphone show significant variation based on age. In
particular, younger non-adopters are much more likely than their elders to say that cost is the main
factor preventing them from purchasing a smartphone, while older non-adopters are more likely to
point towards a lack of need or interest, or towards challenges with using a more advanced device.
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Similarly, non-owners from higher-income households are more likely to say that they do not own a
smartphone because they don’t need one — in contrast to those from lower income households, who
are more likely to point towards the expense of upgrading as the primary factor standing in their way.

Main reasons for not upgrading to a smartphone — by age
group
% of non-smartphone cell owners in each age group who cite the following as their main
reason for not owning a smartphone
80%

60%

59%

57%
45%

40%

20%

38%
32%

31%
17%

18%
12% 13%
4%

6%

0%
Too expensive (net)
18-29

Need/Relevance (net)
30-49

50-64

Smartphones too
complicated / hard to use
65+

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project tracking surveys. 2012
figures based on March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older,
including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. “Too expensive” category
includes: too expensive (general), phone is too expensive, or data plan is too expensive.
“Need/Relevance” category includes: just not interested/just don’t like it, don’t need one,
happy with current phone.
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The Impact of Mobile Phones on People’s Lives
Users see cell phones as having mostly a positive impact on their lives, but
also see some drawbacks to constant connectivity.
In an effort to examine the broader impact of mobile devices on people’s lives, we presented cell phone
owners with six separate impacts that might result from mobile phone ownership and these impacts
were equally balanced between positive and negative ones. These responses indicate that mobile users
see mostly positive benefits to mobile technologies — but also some drawbacks related to the constant
connectivity (and mental temptations) that cell phones offer.
When it comes to the positive impacts of cell phone ownership, fully two-thirds (65%) of cell owners say
that mobile phones have made it “a lot” easier to stay in touch with the people they care about, while
just 6% say that their phone has not improved their connections with friends and family at all. Roughly
half of cell owners say that their phone has made it at least somewhat easier to plan and schedule their
daily routine, and to be productive while doing things like sitting in traffic or waiting in line.
When it comes to the “dark side” of cell phone ownership, roughly one in five cell owners say that their
phone has made it at least somewhat harder to forget about work at home or on the weekends; to give
people their undivided attention; or to focus on a single task without being distracted. A majority of cell
owners say that their phone has had no impact at all on their life in any of these negative ways.
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Positive and negative impacts of cell phones
% of adult cell owners who say that their mobile phone has…

65%

Made it easier to stay in touch with the people you
care about

17% 11% 6%

Made it easier to plan and schedule your daily
routine

28%

19%

20%

32%

Made it easier to be productive while you are doing
things like sitting in traffic, waiting in line, etc

26%

22%

21%

31%

Made it harder to forget about work at home or on
the weekends

9% 10% 15%

Made it harder to give people your undivided
attention

7% 14%

Made it harder to focus on a single task without
being distracted

7% 12%
0%

A lot

Some

20%

Only a little

64%

26%

53%

24%

57%
40%

60%

80%

100%

Not at all

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking
survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell
phone. Margin of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

Compared with their elders, younger cell owners are especially attuned to both the positive and
negative impacts of mobile connectivity. Low- and high-income cell owners also have divergent attitudes
towards the benefits and challenges posed by ubiquitous mobility. Those from higher income
households are more likely to say that their cell phone makes it easier to schedule their daily routine,
and to be productive throughout the day. At the same time, cell owners with a household income of
more than $75,000 per year are significantly more likely than other cell owners to say that their phone
makes it harder to disconnect from the demands of the workplace. Some 17% of these high-income
earners say that their phone makes it “a lot” harder to do this (compared with 7% for those earning less
than $30,000 per year, 6% for those earning $30,000-$49,999, and 8% for those earning $50,000$74,999). Overall, nearly one third (29%) of high-income cell owners say that their phone makes it at
least somewhat harder to disconnect from work at home and on the weekends.
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Age differences in the positive/negative impacts of cell phones
% of cell owners in each group who say, at least somewhat, that their cell phone has...

Positive impacts
Made it easier to stay in touch regularly
with the people you care about
Made it easier to be productive when
doing other things
Made it easier to plan and schedule
your daily routine
Negative impacts
Made it harder to focus on a single task
without being distracted
Made it harder to forget about work at
home and on the weekends
Made it harder to give people your
undivided attention

18-29
(n=340)

30-49
(n=562)

50-64
(n=587)

65+
(n=429)

90%**

88%**

79%*

59%

64**

58**

34*

16

63***

53**

38*

22

33%***

18%**

13%*

5%

25**

24**

13*

5

30**

23**

13*

7

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking

survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s
cell phone. Margin of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).
***Indicates significant difference compared with all other age groups; **Indicates significant
difference compared with 50-64 and 65+; *Indicates significant difference compared with 65+

One third of cell owners say that overall, their cell phone saves them time —
while just 3% say it costs them time.
Overall, cell owners are far more likely to view their phone as a time-saver than as a time-waster. Some
33% of cell owners agree with the statement that their phone “saves you time because you can always
access the information you need,” while just 3% agree with the statement that their phone “costs you
time because you are constantly distracted or interrupted.” The largest proportion of cell owners (56%)
say that the time costs and time savings offered by cell phones pretty much balance each other out.
Smartphone owners have especially positive attitudes towards their phones’ time-saving capabilities.
Some 44% of smartphone owners say that their phone saves them time because they can access the
information they need at all times—double the 20% of non-smartphone owners who say the same. And
despite saying that their cell phone makes it hard to escape the demands of employment, cell owners
with high levels of income and education are generally quite positive about the time-saving capabilities
of their mobile devices. Some 42% of cell owners with a college degree (and 43% of those with an
annual household income of $75,000 or more) say that their cell phone saves them time overall, a
significantly higher percentage than those with lower levels of income or education.
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Cell Phone Attachment and Etiquette
Many cell owners sleep next to their phones so as not to miss calls,
messages, or updates during the night. They also check their phones for
messages even when not prompted by their phone to do so.
Some 44% of cell owners have slept with their phone next to their bed because they wanted to make
sure they didn’t miss any calls, text messages, or other updates during the night. In addition, 67% of cell
owners say that they find themselves checking their cell phone for messages, alerts, or calls — even
though they didn’t notice their phone ringing or vibrating. One in five cell owners (18%) say that they do
this “frequently” and 21% do so “occasionally,” while 28% say that it only happens “every once in a
while.”
As might be expected, younger cell owners are especially concerned about missing calls or notifications
on their phones. Six in ten cell owners between the ages of 18 and 34 say that they have slept next to
their phone so as not to miss any calls, texts, or other updates during the night; and three quarters of
cell owners in this age group say that they check their phone for messages even though they did not
hear it ring (indeed, 25% of young cell owners say that they do this “frequently”).
At the same time, even among seniors, this behavior is not unheard of. Nearly half of seniors (46%) say
that they have caught themselves checking their phone for messages or missed calls even though they
did not hear their phone ring or otherwise give some sort of notification (although just 5% say that they
do this “frequently”). Similarly, some 22% of cell owners ages 65 and up have slept with their phone
next to their bed so as not to miss any messages or calls while they were asleep.
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Sleeping with one’s cell phone, checking messages in the absence of
any notification, by age group
% of cell owners in each age group who say that they ever…
100%
81%
80%

60%

76%

71%
63% 61%

61% 59%

46%

42% 42%
40%

34%
22%

20%

0%
Sleep next to phone in order to not miss calls, Check phone for messages or missed calls even
texts or updates at night
though didn't notice it ringing
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey.
N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin
of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

Along with young adults, sleeping next to one’s phone so as not to miss anything during the night is
especially common among smartphone owners (50% of whom have done this) as well as those who go
online mostly using their cell phone (60% of “cell mostly” internet users have done so). In addition,
some 53% of African American cell owners say that they have done this.
These same three groups (smartphone owners, “cell mostly” internet users and African American cell
owners) are also apt to check their phones frequently without an obvious reason to do so. Some 31% of
“cell mostly” internet users do this frequently, as do 23% of smartphone owners and 24% of black cell
owners. Parents also tend to have a quick trigger finger when it comes to checking their phone for
messages — 23% say that they do so frequently.

Cell owners are more likely to get complaints for not checking their phone
frequently enough or answering quickly enough, than for spending too much
time with their phone.
In spite of all this time spent using, checking or otherwise interacting with their phones, most cell
owners are more likely to get complaints that they are not responding quickly enough to calls or
contacts, than to get complaints that they are spending too much time with their devices. When we
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asked about three separate issues with their cell phone usage that might annoy or lead to complaints
from the other people in cell owners’ lives, we found the following:




39% of cell owners say that people they know have complained that they don’t respond
promptly to phone calls or text messages.
33% say that people they know have complained that they don’t check their cell phone
frequently enough.
12% of cell owners say that people they know tell them that they spend too much time using
their cell phone.

As with many of the trends discussed in this report, most demographic differences on this question
center around age. In particular, younger cell owners are much more likely to say that they get
complaints about spending too much time with their phone, and to get complaints that they don’t
respond promptly enough to calls or texts.

Younger users are more likely to get complaints about their phone
habits
% of cell owners in each age group who say that their friends or other people they know ever…
60%
47%

40%

44% 45%
39%

35% 34% 35% 35% 36%

32%
24%

25%

23%
19%

20%

13%
8%

5%

2%

0%
Complain that you don't check
your cell phone frequently
enough
18-24

Complain that you don't
respond promptly to calls or
texts

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

Tell you that you spend too
much time with your phone
65+

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey.
N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin
of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

Smartphone and non-smartphone owners are equally likely to get complaints from friends that they
don’t check their phone frequently enough. However, smartphone owners are a bit more likely than
other cell owners to hear complaints that they don’t respond promptly to calls or text messages (42% vs.
35%) and are much more likely than other cell owners to hear complaints that they spend too much
time using their cell phone. Some 19% of smartphone owners say that this happens to them, compared
with just 5% of non-smartphone owners.
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One in ten cell owners express worry that they spend too much time on their
phone. Young adults, smartphone owners and iPhone adopters lead the way
on this concern.
As noted above, 12% of cell owners say that someone else has complained that they spend too much
time on their phone. A similar number — 11% of cell owners — say that they themselves sometimes
worry that they are spending too much time on their mobile device, although the vast majority of cell
owners — 89% — say that they never worry about the amount of time they spend using their phone.
Younger cell owners are especially attuned to this concern. Some 21% of cell owners ages 18-24 say that
they sometimes worry that they are spending too much time on their phone, compared with 14% of 2534 year olds, 14% of 35-44 year olds, 9% of 45-54 year olds, 5% of 55-64 year olds, and 3% of cell owners
ages 65 and older.
Smartphone owners also stand out from the pack (15% of smartphone owners worry that they spend
too much time with their phone), as do those who do most of their online browsing in the context of
their cell phone (23% of these “cell-mostly” users say that they worry about this). Within the
smartphone universe, iPhone owners are especially concerned about the amount of time they spend
with their phones — some 22% of iPhone owners worry about how much time they spend with their
devices, double the proportion of Android (12%) and Blackberry (11%) owners who share this concern.

Others using their phones in a loud or annoying manner in public – still a
frequent occurrence, but less frequent than it used to be.
In addition to asking people about their own experiences with their cell phones, we also included two
questions in this survey dealing with cell phone etiquette issues. First, we asked all respondents to our
survey (including both cell owners and those who do not have cell phone) how frequently they
encounter other people using their cell phones in a loud or annoying manner in public. These findings
indicate that this annoyance is still persistent — but that it is growing slightly less commonplace over
time. Overall, some 74% of adults say that they witness this type of behavior “frequently” or
“occasionally,” while 25% say that they witness it “rarely” or “never.” However, the proportion of adults
who say that this happens to them frequently has decreased significantly in the last six years. In March
2006, half (50%) of all adults said that this happened to them frequently, compared with 39% who say so
today.
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People being loud and annoying with their cell phones — still
common, but less common than it used to be
% of all adults who say they encounter people publicly using their cell phone in a loud or
annoying manner…
60%

40%

50%
39%
32%

35%

20%

11%

15%
5%

10%

0%
Frequently

Occasionally
March 2006

Rarely

Never

April 2012

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project tracking surveys. 2012
figures based on March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older,
including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone.

Witnessing poor cell phone etiquette is relatively common across a wide range of demographic groups,
although women are more likely than men to experience this behavior “frequently” or “occasionally”;
whites are more likely to have experienced it than non-whites; those with at least some college
education and those with a household income of $50,000 or more per year are more likely to experience
it than those with lower levels of income or education; and urban and suburban residents are more
likely to experience it than rural residents.

Most witness others using their phones in a loud or annoying manner, but few
admit to doing so themselves.
Although most Americans (including most cell owners) have witnessed other people behaving in a loud
or annoying manner using their phones, just 6% of cell owners say that they themselves have drawn
criticism or dirty looks from someone else because of the way they were using their phone in public.
This is largely unchanged from the 8% of cell owners who had experienced this the first time we asked
this question in early 2006. Some 11% of 18-29 year old cell owners have had someone respond in this
way to their phone use, compared with 6% of 30-49 year olds, 3% of 50-64 year olds and just 2% of cell
owners ages 65 and up.

29% of all cell owners (and 36% of smartphone owners) “couldn’t imagine
living without” their cell phone
All told, consumers are split on just how essential a role their cell phone plays in their daily lives. When
asked what they would do without their cell phone:
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37% of cell owners say that they “could live without it”
33% say their cell phone is “something they would miss but could probably do without”
29% describe their cell phone as “something they can’t imagine living without”

Not surprisingly, smartphone owners are more likely than cell owners as a whole to say that their phone
is something that they couldn’t imagine living without — 36% of smartphone owners say this about their
phone, compared with 21% of non-smartphone owners — but even among smartphone owners some
28% say that their phone is something they could do without. “Cell-mostly” internet users are also
especially reliant on their phones, as 42% of this group says that their phone is something they couldn’t
imagine living without. In terms of demographic differences, older cell owners generally view their cell
phones as less essential than younger owners. Some 45% of cell owners ages 50-64, and 49% of those
ages 65 and older, say that their cell phone is something they could live without, while fewer than onequarter of these users say that their phone is something they “can’t imagine living without.”
We asked this question in early 2006, and since then the proportion of cell owners who say that they
“could live without” their cell phone has actually gone up — from 29% of cell owners in 2006 to 37% of
cell owners today. The proportion saying that their phone is something they “can’t imagine living
without” has remained largely unchanged — 26% of cell owners said this in 2006, while 29% said so in
2012.
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Cell Phone Usage — Mobile Activities and
“Sexting”
Participation in cell phone “sexting” among adults has not changed since May
2010
For the second time in a survey of adults, we asked in our spring 2012 survey about “sexting” behavior
— that is, sending, receiving, or forwarding suggestive photos or videos of oneself or another person
using one’s cell phone. Overall, the number of adults who engage in this behavior is identical to what we
found the first time we asked these questions of adults in May 2010:






15% of adult cell owners have received a sexually suggestive nude or nearly nude photo or video
of someone that they know on their cell phone. This is unchanged from the 15% of adult cell
owners who had received these types of images in May 2010.
6% of adult cell owners have sent a sexually suggestive nude or nearly nude photo or video of
themselves to someone else using their cell phone. This is also unchanged from the 6% of adult
cell owners who did this in May 2010.
3% of adult cell owners have forwarded a “sexually suggestive nude or nearly nude photo or
video” of someone that they know on their cell phone. This is the first time we have asked about
forwarding these images, so we are unable to say how this has changed over time.

Compared with 2009 data collected among cell phone owners ages 12-17, adults are equally likely to say
that they have received as well as sent these types of images — some 15% of teen cell owners have
received “sexts” on their cell phone, while 4% of teens have sent one of themselves.1 We have not asked
teens whether or not they have forwarded this type of message to someone else.
In terms of demographic differences, age is by far the strongest predictor of sexting behavior. Younger
adults in general are much more likely than their elders to engage in sexting, although the youngest cell
owners do not lead the way—the peak in this activity actually occurs among those in their mid-20s to
mid-30s. Although a small number of older cell owners have received these types of images, sending or
forwarding is nearly non-existent for cell owners ages 45 and older.

1

Using a different question wording in a more recent 2011 study that did not specifically mention cell phones, we
found that 16% of all teens had received these types of messages, and that 2% had sent them.
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Sexting behavior by age
% of cell owners in each age group who have ever…
60%

40%
31%
26%
20%

15%

14%
10%

9%

8%

4%

8%
4%

2% 1%

5%
<1 <1

2%

<1 <1

0%
18-24

25-34
Received sexts

35-44
Sent sexts

45-54

55-64

65+

Forwarded sexts

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey.
N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin
of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

Outside of age, most sexting-related differences between demographic groups are relatively modest—
although gender does play a small role. Men and women are equally likely to send sexts, although male
cell owners are a bit more likely than women to say that they have received these types of images on
their phones (18% of male cell owners and 12% of female cell owners have done so). Men are also a bit
more likely to forward these messages to others compared with women (5% of male cell owners and 2%
of female cell owners have forwarded a sext to someone else).
Beyond these demographic differences, the type of phone people have — and the role that mobile
device plays in their online life — is also associated with whether or not they engage in sexting behavior.
Specifically, smartphone owners are significantly more likely than non-smartphone owners to engage in
each of these behaviors. Some 21% of smartphone owners have received a sext (compared with 8% of
non-smartphone owners), 9% have sent a sext (vs. 3% for other cell owners) and 5% have forwarded
one (just 1% of other cell owners have done this). Even more than smartphone owners in general, the
17% of cell owners who do most of their online browsing on their cell phone stand out when it comes to
sexting behaviors. Some 35% of these “cell mostly” internet users have received a sext, 14% have sent a
sext themselves, and 8% have forwarded a sext to someone else.
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Cell owners use their phones for a wide array of specific purposes — from
accessing social networking sites to consuming paid video content
In our spring 2012 survey we asked a series of questions about activities that people might do on their
cell phones, modeled on our “what internet users do online” trend questions. The following table shows
how many cell owners ever do these activities, as well as how many do them on a typical day.

How Americans Use Their Cell Phones — Specific Activities
% of adults in each group who use their cell phone to do the following activities
(Example of how to read this chart: 77% of smartphone owners — and 45% of all adult cell owners — use
their phone to check weather reports or forecasts)

% ever do this

Check weather reports and forecasts
Use a social networking site
Get turn-by-turn navigation or
directions while driving
Get news online
Play a game
Upload photos online so that others
can see them
Listen to an online radio or music
service, such as Pandora or Spotify
Check your bank balance or do any
online banking
Visit a local, state or federal
government website
Get coupons on deals to use at local
businesses
Use Twitter
Watch movies or TV shows through a
paid subscription service, like Netflix
or Hulu Plus

% do this on a typical day

All cell
owners

Smartphone
owners

All cell
owners

Smartphone
owners

45%
40

77%
68

28%
28

52%
50

37

65

8

15

37
36

64
64

19
20

36
37

34

58

8

15

29

53

11

22

24

44

11

21

17

31

3

6

14

24

3

5

9

16

5

10

8

15

2

4

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey.
N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of
error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954).

The following tables offer detailed demographic breakdowns of the cell phone activities discussed
above.
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Cell phone activities – Getting news online
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to get news online

All adult cell owners (n=1,954)
Gender
Men (n=895)
Women (n=1059)
Age
18-29 (n=340)
30-49 (n=562)
50-64 (n=587)
65+ (n=429)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=1404)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=234)
Hispanic (n=180)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=447)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=316)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=272)
$75,000+ (n=538)
Education level
No high school diploma (n=156)
High school grad (n=542)
Some college (n=490)
College+ (n=792)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=557)
Suburban (n=993)
Rural (n=316)

37%
40
34
51
48
23
7
36
37
40
29
31
43
53
23
30
36
50
39
39
28

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March

15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older,
including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin
of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954)
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Cell phone activities — Social networking sites
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to use social
networking sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn or Google+

All adult cell owners (n=1,954)
Gender
Men (n=895)
Women (n=1059)
Age
18-29 (n=340)
30-49 (n=562)
50-64 (n=587)
65+ (n=429)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=1404)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=234)
Hispanic (n=180)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=447)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=316)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=272)
$75,000+ (n=538)
Education level
No high school diploma (n=156)
High school grad (n=542)
Some college (n=490)
College+ (n=792)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=557)
Suburban (n=993)
Rural (n=316)

40%
39
41
67
50
18
5
36
48
49
38
40
48
45
33
37
42
43
44
40
32

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March

15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older,
including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin
of error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954)
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Cell phone activities — Twitter
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to use Twitter

All adult cell owners (n=1,954)
Gender
Men (n=895)
Women (n=1059)
Age
18-29 (n=340)
30-49 (n=562)
50-64 (n=587)
65+ (n=429)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=1404)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=234)
Hispanic (n=180)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=447)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=316)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=272)
$75,000+ (n=538)
Education level
No high school diploma (n=156)
High school grad (n=542)
Some college (n=490)
College+ (n=792)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=557)
Suburban (n=993)
Rural (n=316)

9%
9
9
18
10
3
<1
7
17
12
7
12
11
9
10
6
9
11
10
9
6

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March

15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older,
including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of
error is +/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954)
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Cell phone activities — Government websites
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to visit a local, state,
or federal government website

All adult cell owners (n=1,954)
Gender
Men (n=895)
Women (n=1059)
Age
18-29 (n=340)
30-49 (n=562)
50-64 (n=587)
65+ (n=429)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=1404)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=234)
Hispanic (n=180)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=447)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=316)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=272)
$75,000+ (n=538)
Education level
No high school diploma (n=156)
High school grad (n=542)
Some college (n=490)
College+ (n=792)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=557)
Suburban (n=993)
Rural (n=316)

17%
18
17
25
23
9
4
17
16
18
15
14
22
21
13
14
20
21
17
19
13

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-

April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including
903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is
+/-2.6 percentage points based on cell phone owners (n=1954)
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Cell phone activities — Posting photos online
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to upload photos
online so that others can see them

All adult cell owners (n=997)
Gender
Men (n=451)
Women (n=546)
Age
18-29 (n=174)
30-49 (n=287)
50-64 (n=297)
65+ (n=217)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=773)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=107)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=211)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=168)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=144)
$75,000+ (n=265)
Education level
High school grad (n=271)
Some college (n=248)
College+ (n=396)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=281)
Suburban (n=501)
Rural (n=175)

34%
34
33
57
39
17
7
30
39
33
31
41
37
29
35
38
36
34
30

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-

April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including
903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is
+/-3.6 percentage points based on Form A cell phone owners (n=997)
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Cell phone activities — Deals and coupons
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to get coupons or deals
to use at local businesses

All adult cell owners (n=997)
Gender
Men (n=451)
Women (n=546)
Age
18-29 (n=174)
30-49 (n=287)
50-64 (n=297)
65+ (n=217)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=773)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=107)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=211)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=168)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=144)
$75,000+ (n=265)
Education level
High school grad (n=271)
Some college (n=248)
College+ (n=396)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=281)
Suburban (n=501)
Rural (n=175)

14%
10
17
16
19
9
2
13
15
11
8
17
22
8
15
21
15
15
9

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-

April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including
903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is
+/-3.6 percentage points based on Form A cell phone owners (n=997)
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Cell phone activities — Turn by turn navigation
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone for turn-by-turn
navigation or directions while driving

All adult cell owners (n=997)
Gender
Men (n=451)
Women (n=546)
Age
18-29 (n=174)
30-49 (n=287)
50-64 (n=297)
65+ (n=217)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=773)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=107)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=211)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=168)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=144)
$75,000+ (n=265)
Education level
High school grad (n=271)
Some college (n=248)
College+ (n=396)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=281)
Suburban (n=501)
Rural (n=175)

37%
37
36
57
47
20
6
34
40
30
40
39
47
28
41
48
37
40
28

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-

April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903
interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is +/-3.6
percentage points based on Form A cell phone owners (n=997)
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Cell phone activities — Weather reports and forecasts
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to check weather reports
and forecasts

All adult cell owners (n=957)
Gender
Men (n=444)
Women (n=513)
Age
18-29 (n=166)
30-49 (n=275)
50-64 (n=290)
65+ (n=212)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=671)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=127)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=236)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=148)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=128)
$75,000+ (n=273)
Education level
High school grad (n=271)
Some college (n=242)
College+ (n=356)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=276)
Suburban (n=492)
Rural (n=141)

45%
49
41
66
58
26
10
43
51
38
42
51
59
38
48
52
51
44
35

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-April

3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including 903
interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is +/-3.7
percentage points based on Form B cell phone owners (n=957)
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Cell phone activities — Games
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to play games

All adult cell owners (n=957)
Gender
Men (n=444)
Women (n=513)
Age
18-29 (n=166)
30-49 (n=275)
50-64 (n=290)
65+ (n=212)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=671)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=127)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=236)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=148)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=128)
$75,000+ (n=273)
Education level
High school grad (n=271)
Some college (n=242)
College+ (n=356)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=276)
Suburban (n=492)
Rural (n=141)

36%
37
36
57
47
18
5
36
43
27
38
45
46
32
41
39
42
35
24

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-

April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including
903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is
+/-3.7 percentage points based on Form B cell phone owners (n=957)
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Cell phone activities — Online music services
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to listen to an online
radio or music service, such as Pandora or Spotify

All adult cell owners (n=957)
Gender
Men (n=444)
Women (n=513)
Age
18-29 (n=166)
30-49 (n=275)
50-64 (n=290)
65+ (n=212)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=671)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=127)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=236)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=148)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=128)
$75,000+ (n=273)
Education level
High school grad (n=271)
Some college (n=242)
College+ (n=356)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=276)
Suburban (n=492)
Rural (n=141)

29%
31
26
52
32
14
4
27
34
22
29
35
38
25
34
31
33
28
19

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March 15-

April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older, including
903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of error is +/3.7 percentage points based on Form B cell phone owners (n=957)
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Cell phone activities — Subscription video services
% of cell owners in each group who use their phone to watch movies or TV
shows through a paid subscription service such as Netflix or Hulu Plus

All adult cell owners (n=957)
Gender
Men (n=444)
Women (n=513)
Age
18-29 (n=166)
30-49 (n=275)
50-64 (n=290)
65+ (n=212)
Race/Ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic (n=671)
Black, non-Hispanic (n=127)
Household Income
Less than $30,000 (n=236)
$30,000-$49,999 (n=148)
$50,000-$74,999 (n=128)
$75,000+ (n=273)
Education level
High school grad (n=271)
Some college (n=242)
College+ (n=356)
Geographic Location
Urban (n=276)
Suburban (n=492)
Rural (n=141)

8%
9
7
18
7
4
<1
6
18
9
9
10
8
9
7
9
10
8
5

Source: Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project, March

15-April 3, 2012 Tracking survey. N=2,254 adults ages 18 and older,
including 903 interviews conducted on respondent’s cell phone. Margin of
error is +/-3.7 percentage points based on Form B cell phone owners
(n=957)
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Survey Questions
Spring Tracking Survey 2012

Final Topline

04/10/2012

Data for March 15–April 3, 2012
Princeton Survey Research Associates International for
the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project
Sample: n=2,254 national adults, age 18 and older, including 903 cell phone interviews
Interviewing dates: 03.15.2012 – 04.03.2012
Margin of error is plus or minus 2 percentage points for results based on Total [n=2,254]
Margin of error is plus or minus 3 percentage points for results based on cell phone owners [n=1,954]
Margin of error is plus or minus 4 percentage points for results based on those who download apps to their cell
phone [n=714]
Q11

What is the MAIN reason you don’t own a cell phone? [PRECODED OPEN-END]
Based on those who do not own a cell phone [N=300]
CURRENT

%

Q13

38
21
11
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
*
*
10
6
1

Don’t need it / Happy with landline
Too expensive
I’m just not interested / Just don’t like them
Too old / health problems
Likely to get lost/broken/stolen
Don’t talk on the phone often
Too complicated / Don’t know how to use it
No reception where I live
Plan to get one
Worried about privacy/tracking
Have one for work
Too small, can’t use the keys effectively
Worried about radiation or risk of cancer
Other (SPECIFY)
Don’t know
Refused

Thinking about your cell phone, do you think you could live without it, is it something
you would miss having but could probably do without, or something you can't imagine
living without?
Based on cell phone owners
MARCH 2006 i

CURRENT

%

Q16

37
33
29
*
*
[n=1,954]

Could live without it
Would miss but could do without
Can’t imagine living without
Don’t know
Refused

29
45
26
*
-[n=1,286]

What is the MAIN reason you don’t own a smartphone? [PRECODED OPEN-END]
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Based on those whose cell phone is not a smartphone [N=1,156]
CURRENT

%

30
29
9
5
4
3
4
2
2
2
1
1
*
*
0
5
3
1

Q18

Too expensive (general)
Don’t need one
Too complicated / Don’t know how to use it
Just not interested / Just don’t like it
Phone is too expensive
Data plan is too expensive
Happy with current phone
Only use phone for calling/texting
Plan to get one / Waiting for current contract to expire /
Waiting for discount or upgrade eligibility
No reason / Just haven’t gotten around to it
Prefer to be less connected
Don’t know what it is / Don’t know how to get one
Service not available where I live
Worried about privacy/tracking
Worried about radiation or risk of cancer
Other (SPECIFY)
Don’t know
Refused

In general, if someone needs to get in touch with you on your cell phone, do you prefer
that they call you OR that they send you a text message?
Based on cell phone owners who text message
CURRENT

%

Q26

50
30
16
1
2
[n=1,395]

MAY 2011

Call
Text
It depends (VOL.)
Don’t know
Refused

53
31
14
1
1
[n=1,212]

Now thinking more generally about how you may or may not use your cell phone... Have
you ever experienced or done any of the following? Have you ever [INSERT ITEMS IN
ORDER]?
Based on cell phone owners

a.

Current [N=1,954]
May 2010 [N=1,917]

b.

YES

NO

DON’T KNOW

REFUSED

6
6

94
94

*
*

*
*

Sent a sexually suggestive nude or nearly
nude photo or video of yourself to someone
else using your cell phone

Received a sexually suggestive nude or nearly
nude photo or video of someone else you
know on your cell phone
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Current
May 2010

c.

84
84

*
*

1
*

3

96

0

*

FORWARDED a sexually suggestive nude or
nearly nude photo or video of someone else
you know using your cell phone
Current

Q27

15
15

Do you ever sleep with your cell phone next to your bed because you want to make sure
that you don’t miss any calls, text messages or updates during the night, or do you
never do this?2
Based on cell phone owners
CURRENT

%

Q28

44
56
*
0
[n=1,954]

MAY 2010

Yes, do this
No, do not do this
Don’t know
Refused

65
35
0
0
[n=1,917]

Do you ever find yourself checking your cell phone for messages, alerts or missed calls,
even though you didn’t notice your phone ringing or vibrating? [IF YES: How often do
you do this – frequently, occasionally, or just every once in a while?]
Based on cell phone owners [N=1,954]
CURRENT

%

Q29

18
21
28
32
*
1

Yes, frequently
Yes, occasionally
Yes, every once in a while
No
Don’t know
Refused

Do you ever worry that you spend too much time using your phone, or do you not worry
about this?
Based on cell phone owners [N=1,954]
CURRENT

%

Q30

11
89
0
*

Yes, worry
No, do not worry
Don’t know
Refused

Do people you know ever [INSERT ITEMS; RANDOMIZE], or does this not ever happen
to you?

2

In May 2010, question was part of a series with slightly different wording: “Have you ever experienced or done any of the
following? (First/Next), have you ever [INSERT ITEMS IN ORDER]? / Item: Slept with your cell phone on or right next to
your bed”
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Based on cell phone owners [N=1,954]

Q31

a.

Complain that you don’t check your cell
phone frequently enough

b.

Complain that you don’t respond promptly
to phone calls or text messages on your
cell phone

c.

Tell you that you spend too much time
using your cell phone

YES

NO

DON’T KNOW

REFUSED

33

67

*

0

39

61

*

*

12

88

0

0

[IF ROTATED SECOND, READ: Now thinking about different ways your cell phone may
or may not make things EASIER for you…] How much, if at all, has your cell phone
[INSERT ITEMS; RANDOMIZE]... a lot, some, only a little, or not at all?
Based on cell phone owners [N=1,954]

Q32

A LOT

SOME

ONLY A
LITTLE

NOT AT
ALL

DON’T
KNOW

REFUSED

a.

Made it easier for you to plan and schedule
your daily routine

28

19

20

32

*

*

b.

Made it easier to be productive while you
are doing things like sitting in traffic,
standing in line, or waiting for an
appointment

26

22

21

31

*

*

c.

Made it easier for you to stay in touch on a
regular basis with the people you care
about

65

17

11

6

*

*

[IF ROTATED SECOND, READ: Now thinking about different ways your cell phone may
or may not make things HARDER for you…] How much, if at all, has your cell phone
[INSERT ITEMS; RANDOMIZE]... a lot, some, only a little, or not at all?
Based on cell phone owners [N=1,954]

Q34

A LOT

SOME

ONLY A
LITTLE

NOT AT
ALL

DON’T
KNOW

REFUSED

a.

Made it harder for you to focus on a single
task without being distracted

7

12

24

57

*

*

b.

Made it harder for you to forget about work
at home and on the weekends

9

10

15

64

1

1

c.

Made it harder to give people your
undivided attention

7

14

26

53

1

*

Overall, would you say that your cell phone SAVES you time because you can always
access the information you need... COSTS you time, because you are always being
distracted or interrupted... OR that the amount of time your cell phone saves you and
costs you pretty much balance out?
Based on cell phone owners [N=1,954]
CURRENT

%

33
3
56
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Saves you time
Costs you time
Savings and costs balance out

41

6
3
Q39

Don’t know
Refused

How often do you encounter people using their cell phone in a loud or annoying manner
in public – frequently, occasionally, rarely, or never?
CURRENT

%

Q40

39
35
15
10
1
*

MARCH 2006

Frequently
Occasionally
Rarely
Never
Don’t know
Refused

50
32
11
5
2
--

In the past few months, have you, yourself, drawn criticism or dirty looks because of the
way you used your cell phone in public?
Based on cell phone owners
CURRENT

%

6
93
1
*
[n=1,954]
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MARCH 2006

Yes
No
Don’t know
Refused

8
91
1
-[n=1,286]
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Methodology
This report is based on the findings of a survey on Americans' use of the Internet. The results in this
report are based on data from telephone interviews conducted by Princeton Survey Research Associates
International from March 15 to April 3, 2012, among a sample of 2,254 adults, age 18 and older.
Telephone interviews were conducted in English and Spanish by landline (1,351) and cell phone (903,
including 410 without a landline phone). For results based on the total sample, one can say with 95%
confidence that the error attributable to sampling is plus or minus 2.4 percentage points. For results
based Internet users (n=1,803), the margin of sampling error is plus or minus 2.7 percentage points. In
addition to sampling error, question wording and practical difficulties in conducting telephone surveys
may introduce some error or bias into the findings of opinion polls.
A combination of landline and cellular random digit dial (RDD) samples was used to represent all adults
in the continental United States who have access to either a landline or cellular telephone. Both samples
were provided by Survey Sampling International, LLC (SSI) according to PSRAI specifications. Numbers
for the landline sample were selected with probabilities in proportion to their share of listed telephone
households from active blocks (area code + exchange + two-digit block number) that contained three or
more residential directory listings. The cellular sample was not list-assisted, but was drawn through a
systematic sampling from dedicated wireless 100-blocks and shared service 100-blocks with no
directory-listed landline numbers.
New sample was released daily and was kept in the field for at least five days. The sample was released
in replicates, which are representative subsamples of the larger population. This ensures that complete
call procedures were followed for the entire sample. At least 7 attempts were made to complete an
interview at a sampled telephone number. The calls were staggered over times of day and days of the
week to maximize the chances of making contact with a potential respondent. Each number received at
least one daytime call in an attempt to find someone available. For the landline sample, interviewers
asked to speak with the youngest adult male or female currently at home based on a random rotation. If
no male/female was available, interviewers asked to speak with the youngest adult of the other gender.
For the cellular sample, interviews were conducted with the person who answered the phone.
Interviewers verified that the person was an adult and in a safe place before administering the survey.
Cellular sample respondents were offered a post-paid cash incentive for their participation. All
interviews completed on any given day were considered to be the final sample for that day.
Weighting is generally used in survey analysis to compensate for sample designs and patterns of nonresponse that might bias results. A two-stage weighting procedure was used to weight this dual-frame
sample. The first-stage corrected for different probabilities of selection associated with the number of
adults in each household and each respondent’s telephone usage patterns. This weighting also adjusts
for the overlapping landline and cell sample frames and the relative sizes of each frame and each
sample.
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The second stage of weighting balances sample demographics to population parameters. The sample is
balanced to match national population parameters for sex, age, education, race, Hispanic origin, region
(U.S. Census definitions), population density, and telephone usage. The Hispanic origin was split out
based on nativity; U.S born and non-U.S. born. The White, non-Hispanic subgroup is also balanced on
age, education and region. The basic weighting parameters came from a special analysis of the Census
Bureau’s 2011 Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC) that included all households in the
United States. The population density parameter was derived from Census 2000 data. The cell phone
usage parameter came from an analysis of the July-December 2010 National Health Interview Survey.
Following is the full disposition of all sampled telephone numbers:
Table 2:Sample Disposition
Landline
Cell
33,738
22,143 Total Numbers Dialed
1,502
1,491
8
15,401
2,746
12,590
37.3%

332
45
---8,237
404
13,126
59.3%

Non-residential
Computer/Fax
Cell phone
Other not working
Additional projected not working
Working numbers
Working Rate

915
3,472
66
8,137
64.6%

135
4,465
5
8,521
64.9%

No Answer / Busy
Voice Mail
Other Non-Contact
Contacted numbers
Contact Rate

523
6,161
1,453
17.9%

1,382
5,654
1,485
17.4%

Callback
Refusal
Cooperating numbers
Cooperation Rate

52
---1,401
96.4%

43
498
944
63.6%

Language Barrier
Child's cell phone
Eligible numbers
Eligibility Rate

50
1,351
96.4%

41
903
95.7%

Break-off
Completes
Completion Rate

11.1%

10.8%

Response Rate

The disposition reports all of the sampled telephone numbers ever dialed from the original telephone
number samples. The response rate estimates the fraction of all eligible respondents in the sample that
were ultimately interviewed. At PSRAI it is calculated by taking the product of three component rates:


Contact rate – the proportion of working numbers where a request for interview was made
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Cooperation rate – the proportion of contacted numbers where a consent for interview was at
least initially obtained, versus those refused
Completion rate – the proportion of initially cooperating and eligible interviews that were
completed

Thus the response rate for the landline sample was 11 percent. The response rate for the cellular sample
was 11 percent.

i

March 2006 trends based on a survey by the Associated Press, America Online, Pew Internet & American Life
Project, conducted by Schulman, Ronca, & Bucuvalas, March 8-28, 2006 [N= 1,503].
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